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Q1:  

A new framework but the existing framework has usable elements 

Q2:  

To provide a consistent Classification system that encompasses all Media  

Q3:  

All media should be classified how one accesses the media is irrelevant 

Q4:  

A reactive system is doomed to burden itself with exceptions to the rule, much better to be proactive 

and classify from the beginning. Besides there will always be someone who enjoys being offended 

complaining. 

Q5:  

All media should be classified. 

Q6:  

Not at all, fair and equal classification from someone releasing 4 copies to someone releasing 4 

million  

Q7:  

Art should be exempt as it currently is. Warnings should be able to be attached to Exempt from 

Classification ratings, Adult themes etc. 

Q8:  

Yes 

Q9:  

No 

Q10:  

No 

Q11:  

Art and Education Material should remain as they are. Warnings should be able to be applied to these 

categories however 

Q12:  

Similar to Adult content now, Credit card details or other such 18+ ID. That way parents can help 

control content until the person becomes a legal adult 

Q13:  

Credit card details required for purchases and access. Appropriate proof of age similar in standards 

that exist for purchasing Alcohol, Cigarettes and other Adult material 

Q14:  

ID required at point of purchase 

Q15:  



All classified Material should display markings, warnings and consumer advice, Exempt from 

classification should just display consumer advice 

Q16:  

Government sets regulation and monitors for compliance, industry complies and shows compliance, 

users use the product and can report and breaches 

Q17:  

If the industry paid for a single body to classify then it would be effective with some Government 

supervision. If each company was left to their own devices I don't think it will work 

Q18:  

With supervision, Music, Movies, TV Series, and Games 

Q19:  

I would agree that some films are more art form than entertainment. They need to be accounted for 

appropriately 

Q20:  

M and MA cause confusion I believe. They are very similar with a 15+ rating 

Q21:  

Either M or MA should be removed or re-valued. 

Q22:  

There should be an Interactive category with sub sections for Violence Adult Themes Coarse 

Language etc. eg Interactive: Violence 

Q23:  

A big yes 

Q24:  

Anything that fall outside the ratings system in place for films so graphic rape child porn etc will still be 

banned 

Q25:  

Other than Games as they lack an 18+ category I think it works well 

Q26:  

There needs to be a little lee way with what can be allowed by a state or territory into their 18+ 

category but it should be subject to review 

Q27:  

a very similar one with better architecture to cover evolving media 

Q28:  

Commonwealth should have the power to set the standards, the States and territories should work 

within the framework set out by the Commonwealth 

Q29:  

Greater flexibility in covering new media. Less clunky and prone to being high-jacked by a single 

persons agenda 

Other comments:  


